
Chapter One

CONTESTED CHANGES—“FAMILY VALUES”

IN LOCAL RELIGIOUS LIFE

Changes in family life have transformed our society in the last thirty years.
One of the biggest has been the virtual disappearance of the male-breadwinner
lifestyle and the emerging dominance of the dual-earner couple. Working wives
and mothers face questions about the effects of their choices on their children’s
welfare and their own health under the strain of the “second shift,” while their
husbands confront—and respond to in a variety of ways—new opportunities
to construct a masculine identity not focused exclusively on breadwinning.
Leaders in education, business, and government debate what policies should
be in place to help people manage their work and family lives and who should
bear the cost of work-family management.1

Changing patterns of family formation and disruption have also created
widespread concern and vociferous policy debates, forming a major theme of
the “culture war” between liberals and conservatives. High divorce rates raise
questions about the effects of divorce on children’s well-being and future suc-
cess and how to make “blended” families work. The problems facing single-
parent families have become a focus of policy makers, religious leaders, and the
national media. Debates about homosexual unions have led to battles over gay
and lesbian marriage in a number of states and many local controversies over
what legal rights should be extended to homosexual partners. Delayed mar-
riage and childbearing mean that more American households comprise single
adults and childless couples, and remaining childless throughout life has be-
come much more common, fueling concern among some about the decline of
the family.2

All of these changes have led to an increasing pluralism in family life and a
new consensus that there are many kinds of loving, caring families.3 Most
Americans spend some portion of their adult lives outside of a nuclear family,
forming and re-forming familylike connections periodically over the course of
their lives, causing many to rethink long-held assumptions about the necessity
of marriage and parenting for adults’ happiness, security, and well-being. But
this pluralism is intensely contested and debated for both moral and social
philosophical reasons. Not everyone agrees about what constitutes “the good
family” and what kinds of families are morally legitimate. Many Americans see
the family as the bellwether of our society and find the rapid and numerous



changes in family life over the last few decades to be troubling. Some argue
that a devaluing of family life, and especially of lifelong, heterosexual mar-
riage, inevitably leads to a decline of the nation.4

These debates also focus on questions of resources and inequality. Who has
access to the rights that marriage confers? Why does divorce lead to a reduc-
tion in women’s and children’s standard of living, and what can be done to
change that? The culture war is real and has real policy implications, and in
our national discourse, a liberal/conservative divide has largely organized de-
bates about the family. But a focus on divisions between liberals and conserva-
tives obscures both the presence of consensus across these lines on many issues
and the other sources of division that come into play as we argue over what
constitutes a good family today.5

Changes in family life have been a central concern for religious leaders, ac-
tivists, and local communities of faith. Throughout American history, religion
and family have been intertwined and interdependent institutions.6 Congrega-
tions, parishes, and synagogues have provided an important context for fami-
lies to spend time together and have shaped the religious education and moral
development of children and youths. Sociologists have long noted that mar-
riage and parenthood make religion more important to people and increase
their participation in local congregations.7

The constancy of the link between religion and family can obscure the fact that
“the family” participating in local congregations has varied markedly over time
and in different social contexts. Religious familisms, or ideologies about the na-
ture of “the good family,” have also varied over time and among different reli-
gious traditions. For example, the 1950s saw a century-high peak in U.S. church
attendance rates and religious institution building, coinciding with the beginning
of the baby boom and burgeoning of a postwar family-oriented lifestyle.8 The re-
ligious expansion of the 1950s was organized around a particular kind of famil-
ism, central to which was the middle-class, male-breadwinner, suburban family
profiled in classic sociological works such as William H. Whyte’s Organization
Man and idealized in the popular media through productions such as Ozzie and
Harriet. The historical irony is that almost as soon as mainstream religious insti-
tutions had developed official discourse and local ministry to facilitate this par-
ticular form of the family, rapid and fundamental changes in work and in family
life began to transform our society.

How have local religious communities responded to this period of rapid
change in family life? And how have these changes transformed Americans’
involvement in local religious communities? This book begins to develop
answers to these questions about the religion-family link today through a
study of four communities in upstate New York, ranging from rural to small-
town to urban environments, and including middle-class and working-class
areas. From 1998 through the summer of 2002, I collected data on the relig-
ious congregations in these communities through a survey of 125 local pastors,
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participant-observation with a team of graduate students in twenty-three con-
gregations, and focus groups with almost fifty pastors. At the same time, a tele-
phone survey of just over one thousand community residents and eighty
follow-up in-depth interviews provided a wealth of information about how
people’s family lives and work arrangements influenced their religious partici-
pation. The combination of qualitative and quantitative data on congregations
and community residents provides rich detail about the interconnections
between religion and family in these upstate New York communities. The ap-
pendix explains in detail why these communities were chosen and how the
project data were collected.

These communities are not a microcosm of America or of American reli-
gion in the 1990s. They are about 94 percent white and have a religious ecology
dominated by the mainstream religious institutions that one would have
found in abundance here—and across America—for much of the twentieth
century. Rather, these communities are an excellent location to study that por-
tion of the religious landscape that was dominant in the 1950s and 1960s—the
mainline Protestant, Catholic, and evangelical institutions that grew so rapidly
in the postwar religious expansion and organized their ministry so particularly
around the middle-class, nuclear, male-breadwinner family with children.
These mainstream religious institutions helped to establish the Ozzie and Har-
riet family as a pervasive cultural ideal, one that still inspires nostalgia today.9

Although mainstream congregations and denominations today face increasing
competition from newer religious forms,10 they still encompass the majority of
churchgoing Americans and have major financial and material resources. And
they are highly influential players in the American cultural scene, exerting
public leadership in national and local debates about gay marriage, single-
parent families, policies to help with work-family management, and other
“family values” issues.

The story of how these religious institutions have transformed what they say
about the family (rhetoric) and how they provide ministry to families (prac-
tices) sheds light on central questions in the sociology of religion. How does
religious ideology change over time? How do the institutional routines estab-
lished in a period of expansion and growth shape the capacity for religious or-
ganizations and leaders to act in the future? How do religious leaders maintain
moral authority as society changes, and how do individuals make decisions
about the meaning and relevance of religious participation in their own lives
when they confront institutions that may be slow to respond to contemporary
family realities? How do institutions that defined and defended the ideal of the
suburban male-breadwinner family define the good family today, and how do
they welcome—or exclude—people whose lives do not fit the former ideal?

These questions concern not only sociologists, but anyone who wants to
understand the role that religious institutions play in society, how they main-
tain moral authority and exercise cultural power, how they thrive or decline
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in the face of rapid social change, and how people judge them to be relevant,
meaningful, and welcoming places. Throughout the book, I will argue that
these communities provide a useful lens through which to examine the ques-
tion of how a particular set of religious institutions have responded to changes
in family life and how changes in the family have reconfigured religious com-
mitment.

The Importance of the Local—Family Ideology and Lived Religion

When we think about religious responses to family-related issues, our minds
turn immediately to televised images of evangelicals picketing local abortion
clinics, chanting and carrying signs, perhaps being dragged away by the police.
Or we remember hearing an interview with a Catholic bishop who weaves his
views on abortion, gun control, and opposition to the death penalty into a
consistent ethic of life. We may recall a newspaper article on the briefs filed by
liberal religious leaders with the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court sup-
porting the right of same-sex couples to marry. Religious leaders do not directly
make policy but they do exercise a great deal of cultural power in American so-
ciety—the power to bring issues to national attention, to shape policy debates
and media coverage, and to change individuals’ hearts and minds.11

But most Americans do not encounter religious discourse about what is
good, moral, and appropriate in family life solely, or even primarily, through
news coverage or base their understandings on the pronouncements of reli-
gious elites and activists. People encounter religious ideas about the good fam-
ily in the sermons and parenting workshops and adult education forums in
their local congregations. They think anew about the centrality of family in
women’s lives when the church’s annual Mother-Daughter Banquet is renamed
the Women’s Banquet and a speaker is invited to talk about women’s contribu-
tions to local businesses and voluntary organizations. They confront the issue
of whether homosexual unions are really “families” when they debate whether
to become a congregation that is open and affirming to gays and lesbians.12

Evangelical men confront what it means to be the “spiritual head” of the family
in the intensive workshops on being a good husband and father run by their
pastor or in a Promise Keepers group.13

People also encounter taken-for-granted assumptions about the centrality
and importance of the family—and about what counts as a family—through
the programs and ministries local congregations offer. Churches send mes-
sages about appropriate family lifestyles when they offer support groups for
single parents or parenting classes designed for men. When the women’s group
meets at 10 A.M. on a Wednesday, women who work outside the home may
conclude that traditional church-based women’s groups are not relevant to
their lives and not responsive to their concerns—and may either “vote with
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their feet” and go elsewhere or become involved in a different set of church-
based activities. A proliferation of intergenerational programs designed to in-
clude people in all life stages and family arrangements may make singles or
childless couples feel that their choices are supported and recognized as legiti-
mate, and offering babysitting during the Parish Council meeting facilitates
the participation of adults in dual-earner and single-parent families.

There are more than three hundred thousand local religious congregations
in the United States, and what happens in these congregations shapes the
moral debate about the meaning and legitimacy of changes in the family and
shapes who feels included or excluded from practicing their religious faith.
Churches and synagogues influence individuals’ choices about marriage and
parenting and how women and men divide responsibility for paid work and
family caretaking. They influence people’s attitudes about the morality of di-
vorce and single parenting and gay and lesbian lifestyles. They provide social
capital, connection, and belonging that help ameliorate the disruptive effects
of family transitions on people’s lives.

Local congregations do not simply reproduce official religious doctrine on
family issues, but are creative arenas where new moral understandings are pro-
duced.14 Local congregations balance two moral imperatives when they con-
front changes in the family. Members and leaders want to do “what is right,” to
be faithful to the authoritative teachings of their faith traditions. They also
want to do “what is caring,” to be loving and inclusive of the real people and
real families they encounter. Both are integral parts of lived religion, the basic
moral requirements of religious community. Lived religion blunts the sharp
edge of ideological zeal while new understandings of the good family evolve.
This lived religion is what most Americans encounter and what shapes hearts
and minds.

Understanding how face-to-face religious communities have responded to
changes in family life and work-family arrangements is important for sociolo-
gists who analyze how religious institutions change over time and for anyone
who wants to understand how religious institutions exercise cultural power
and moral influence in American society. Understanding the “family values”
that organize local congregational life is crucial for anyone who cares about the
survival of faith communities in a changing world and the meaning of reli-
gious involvement for those who do not fit the Ozzie and Harriet family
around which the last great religious expansion was organized.

This study was designed to uncover the moral frameworks through which
local congregations grapple with the meaning and implications of the chang-
ing family. To some extent, the moral frameworks I found in these upstate New
York communities do mirror the “culture wars” division between liberals and
conservatives. This was particularly true when religious leaders were asked
about general themes (“family ministry” or “changes in family life”) as op-
posed to specific issues. This excerpt from one pastor focus group conducted
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in Tompkins County in June 2000 shows clear divisions among local pastors
along liberal/conservative lines:

The pastor of a thriving independent Baptist congregation has just explained that

in his church they try to avoid the term “family ministry” because it makes people

who are not part of traditional “two kids and a dog” families feel left out. The focus

group leader asks, “What about the rest of you? Do you use the terms ‘family min-

istry,’ or ‘family programming,’ or something else?” The following exchange occurs:

G.B., pastor of evangelical Lutheran congregation:

“. . . the traditional nuclear family is not a bad thing. And it has been around

for some time and it has a fairly significant endorsement from Scripture.

The Lord knows the Bible is filled with a bunch of nontraditional fami-

lies. . . . And you know, God loves people despite the weaknesses that have

led them sometimes to do, to do what they’ve done. . . . But you cannot lose

the fact that God still endorses the family. It is [pause] I think a strong, um,

prescription that God advocates the marriage of a husband and wife and

their allegiance to the children and the children’s allegiance to the parents.”

R.H., pastor of a Unitarian congregation:

“Um, personally I think that we, we try to speak of normal families in com-

parison or in contrast to the Bible, because to me the Bible is just filled with a

bunch of stories about dysfunctional families. I [pause] I can’t look at a Bible

and find a family I would hold up as a model.” [emphasis in original]

S.W., pastor of independent Baptist congregation:

“I do hold up, you know Scriptural families as a model . . . and I say this, I’m

very strongly convinced that whatever the Bible says is what is right, and I

try not to change things because I think society’s changing. . . . Someone said

earlier God has established the family. He has, you can discover the ground-

work in the Scripture for the family. He hasn’t changed it, we have changed it,

society’s changed it.”

R.H., pastor of a Unitarian congregation:

“You can go through the Bible and you just don’t find any normal families

that you would hold up as a model.”15

However, differences between liberals and conservatives, although evident
in some conversations and sermons and program materials, were not the main
theme I found either in focus groups or in the fieldwork in local churches.
More striking were the commonalities across conversations with pastors and
lay leaders from disparate religious traditions—Catholic, mainline Protestant,
and evangelical. Most of these conversations revolved around the time bind
faced by dual-earner couples or the problems of scheduling programs for chil-
dren in an era of multiplying extracurricular activities. And congregations
from all traditions were experimenting with changes in rhetoric and in pro-
gramming to make working women, single parents, single adults, childless
couples, and empty nesters feel more welcome.
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Chapter 5 explores the rhetorics found in local congregations and used by
their leaders in responding to changes in work and family life, and shows the in-
fluences of a liberal/conservative divide on local religious familism but also the
consensus on the core family issues facing local faith communities across reli-
gious traditions. Part of this consensus stems from a widespread commitment to
being as caring and inclusive as possible when confronted with the complex real-
ities of members’ lives. Chapter 6 shows the range of family-oriented ministries
that local churches offer and analyzes the factors that lead congregations to be
more or less responsive to the various changes in family life that have taken place
in their communities. In this chapter I argue that the “standard package” of fam-
ily ministry developed in the 1950s still shapes the programming and practices
of many congregations today. And I examine the combination of theology, re-
sources, denominational structure, pastoral training, and triggering events that
lead some congregations to become distinctively innovative in the ways that they
think and talk about family life and in the profile of ministries they provide.

This study also sheds light on changes in the meaning of religious involve-
ment in individuals’ lives after a period of rapid social change and on the inter-
pretive frameworks that individuals use to make sense of the links between their
own family lives and their religious participation. Many residents of these com-
munities believe that religious involvement and family life go hand in hand, pri-
marily because of the moral and ethical support that congregations provide for
raising children and because congregations provide family-oriented social activ-
ities. Rachel told me at length about how religion and family fit together for her:

It’s a rainy April afternoon. Over lunch at a dark little restaurant near the college

campus, Rachel, a professional woman in her early thirties and the married

mother of two, has just told me that her liberal Protestant church plays a central

role in her family life. With worship services and religious education classes,

potlucks and socials and monthly family nights with other couples from the

church, her congregation not only provides a context in which her family spends

time together, but also a network of church friends who provide emotional sup-

port and trade child care with her and her husband. When she pauses to eat a bite

of her lunch, I ask her about her own religious beliefs. After a pause, she tells me

that she considers herself an atheist but sees the value in a belief that God is in

everyone, and feels sorry for people who don’t have any kind of religion, because

the rest of the world is all about “what makes money” or “what is efficient” or

“what is trendy” but this is about “what is right.” It’s a caring and moral commu-

nity that ponders, together, how to live a good life, and that’s invaluable, and it’s

rare—“Most of the communities you’re a part of aren’t about that, and you need

support for that.”16

At least some single parents find the same kind of supportive environment in
the congregations of these communities, especially single mothers. Jackie was
typical of the single mothers we spoke to:
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Jackie is a forty-nine-year-old divorced mother of three children who has attended

her local Catholic parish regularly throughout her life. When she got married and

started her own family she became even more involved and began teaching in the

religious education program. She described the church as an “anchor” when her

father was diagnosed with a brain tumor several years ago, and again when she

went through her divorce. Now that her children are teenagers, she said that the

parish and its activities bind them together at a time when it’s hard even to get

everyone to sit down for a meal at the same time. She told us that her faith is cen-

tral to every major decision she makes. When she was offered a promotion to a

job that would have meant more money and status but also more time spent at

work, she decided that “as long as I can make ends meet, spending more time with

my family is what’s important.” So she turned down the promotion, a decision she

told us was rooted in what her faith has to say about the importance of family.17

Rachel and Jackie raise several issues that are discussed in more detail in
chapters 3 and 4. One of these issues is how one’s own experiences with family
formation and disruption influence involvement in a local faith community.
Chapter 3 shows that marriage and parenting still lead to increasing religious
involvement and suggests that this is particularly true for men. However, local
faith communities are also supportive environments for many single parents
and those in blended families, and this is particularly true for women.

Chapter 4 begins to explore the question of the meaning of religious in-
volvement in people’s lives and describes two different interpretive frame-
works, or schemas, that people in these communities bring to bear in thinking
about the links between religion and family. Rachel and Jackie both have a
family-oriented schema that interprets religious involvement as central to the
construction of a good family life—even for those, like Rachel, who do not af-
firm a religious faith. But many people in these communities have a more self-
oriented schema that sees involvement in a local congregation primarily as an
expression of their own religious faith, values, and spirituality. A self-oriented
schema weakens the connection between family formation and religious in-
volvement. Counter to conventional wisdom about gender and religion, more
women than men have a self-oriented schema, and chapter 4 explores how
gender influences the different understandings of family and religion in these
communities.

Taken together, chapters 3 through 6 provide a rich understanding of how
the congregations in these communities provide moral frameworks for un-
derstanding what a family is and what kinds of families are “good families.”
They shed light on how local churches include or exclude people in various
kinds of families and how they support or do not support people as they go
through periods of family formation and disruption in their adult lives. They
show the relationship between patterns of family formation and disruption
and involvement in a local congregation and they provide a window into
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different interpretive frameworks that people use to make sense of the fit be-
tween their religious involvement and their family lives. These chapters are
informed by an intellectual perspective that foregrounds the moral and cul-
tural power that religious communities wield in shaping how people under-
stand contemporary family life, through what is said (rhetoric) and what is
done (local practices). I also highlight the importance of institutional cul-
ture and history in shaping contemporary religious responses to changes in
the family.

Part of the purpose of this book is to provide a “map” of the religion-family
links in one set of communities after a period of rapid social change. But the
remapping that is at the heart of this project extends beyond describing the
links between religion and family in these communities today. It also includes
the development of a new conceptual map for understanding religious fami-
lism and for thinking about the processes and mechanisms through which re-
ligious institutions respond to social change. I draw on theoretical language
from the sociology of culture and institutional analysis to highlight the role of
interpretive frameworks—or cultural schemas—in mediating two different
change processes. The first is the process through which family formation mo-
tivates religious involvement, discussed in chapter 4. The second is how the
rhetorics about family life in local churches filter which social changes congre-
gations collectively “notice” and respond to, and the moral value they place on
the contemporary pluralism in family life (chapter 5).

This intellectual remapping also involves engaging with sociological debates
about how and why family formation motivates religious involvement and
how and why religious institutions change as society changes. Chapter 2 out-
lines three theoretical traditions in the sociology of religion. The first is a
structural location tradition that sees religious involvement as a “natural” and
automatic outcome of family formation—particularly of marriage and parent-
ing. My analysis of the links between marriage, parenting, and involvement in
local religious life suggests that the “natural” and automatic link between reli-
gion and family formation is not so automatic today, but rather depends on
how people interpret the meaning of religious involvement and its relevance to
their own lives.

Chapter 2 also outlines the market or religious economy framework, which
has become a dominant way for sociologists to understand how religious leaders
act and how religious organizations respond to a changing environment. In
these upstate New York communities, I found that some religious organizations
and leaders respond to changes in family life like entrepreneurs in a market. Oth-
ers respond like professionals embedded within particular institutional routines,
and some engage in value-oriented action that is more concerned with “what is
right” and “what is caring” than with “what works to increase market share.”
Chapter 2 outlines the strengths of a cultural and institutional approach for un-
derstanding the processes and mechanisms through which change comes about
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in religious institutions. Finally, chapter 2 addresses the question of whether
local religious responses to changes in family life indicate increasing secular-
ization and a decline in religious authority. Instead of secularization, I propose
that these responses are more accurately described as a form of evolving ortho-
doxy that sacralizes many new family arrangements.

What unfolds over the next several chapters is a snapshot in time, but it is
also the end point of a story. The 1950s religious expansion was a defining mo-
ment in the history of the religious institutions that form the religious ecology
of these four communities in upstate New York. It was the era of unabashed re-
ligious familism, and the programs and ways of doing ministry developed then
became a template that is still influential today. The story of the congregations
in these communities is for most a story of small, incremental changes from
this “standard package” of family-oriented ministry established in the 1950s;
the story of a few is a more radical innovation that is based on a different
understanding of what a family is and of the centrality of the family in congre-
gational life. The story of people in these communities is a story of the devel-
opment of different interpretive frameworks for understanding how religion
and family might or should be related in an era of individualism and family
pluralism, where orientations toward a host of “traditional” institutions have
come into question. I hope to give a sense of why these stories matter and why
they unfold the way that they do.

In the final chapter, I provide a critical consideration of how this study can
shed light on larger questions about the religion-family link today, given the
choice to focus on this particular place and these institutions. I use this study
of how one set of religious institutions have responded to changes in work and
family life to explore questions of religion’s role in society and how religious
institutions change. My goal is to provide a language for how religious institu-
tions change that does not assume that change is, itself, a sign of secularization
or “accommodation” to secular values. The language of evolving orthodoxy
provides this language of talking about change that judges whether seculariza-
tion has occurred by some objective and a priori criterion and recognizes that
change is a constant in all institutional arenas.

I also want to provide a language for describing American religion as an in-
stitutional arena that encompasses different logics of action as opposed to a
market that operates by a single logic. Sometimes religious elites are entrepre-
neurs and some people do “shop” for a local church. But Rachel, quoted earlier,
was right; religious institutions pour most of their members’ time and re-
sources into doing what is right and what is caring, pursuing values seen as
good in and of themselves, and following traditions that are valued for their
own sake. Changes in family life juxtapose all of these concerns for religious
leaders—what will work (and lead to thriving congregations instead of declin-
ing ones), what is right, what is caring, and how have we always done things
before?
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Religion and Family—Relationships of Dependency and Control

Throughout the history of the United States, religion and family have been
linked together through relationships of dependency and control.18 Main-
stream religious institutions have responded to evolving family life and house-
hold arrangements by providing new ministries to meet families’ needs in an
ever-changing social context. New religious groups and movements such as the
Shakers have formed around alternative family and household arrangements.
But if changes in family life have had an impact on how religious institutions
are organized, religious institutions have also provided moral guidelines that
shape family practices, the organization of family life, and our perceptions of
“the good family.”

Religious institutions have depended on families to pass on the rituals and
beliefs of a particular faith tradition. In colonial times, fathers, as heads of ex-
tended and production-oriented households, were often primarily responsible
for the religious instruction of their wives and children, along with other de-
pendents. In the nineteenth century, an industrial economy fostered more
nuclear-family households and, in the latter half of that century, an emerging
urban middle class with a male-breadwinner lifestyle. A new emphasis on
mothers’ responsibility for the religious well-being of children and husbands
emerged in the context of home-centered religious education and devotional
practices.19

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Sunday School and
other formal religious education programs were partly successful in moving
the religious instruction of children out of the home and into the congregation
or parish; these did not eliminate, but rather worked to reinforce, the home-
based rituals central to religious socialization.20 From the mid-nineteenth
century onward, Protestant churches experienced ongoing tension and contro-
versy over the “feminization” of religion. In the twentieth century a similar
tension developed in the Catholic church, with religious elites working to re-
tain religious authority in the face of home-centered religious practices that
often deviated from officially endorsed ritual and doctrine.21 This tension be-
came heightened in post–World War II America, as Protestant and Catholic
churches thrived in the rapidly expanding middle-class suburbs. As local con-
gregations organized numerous—and popular—ministries for women and
children, religious leaders warned anew that the “feminization” and “privatiza-
tion” of religion were taking time and resources away from more important
“public” goals such as social justice and outreach to the poor.22

If families have influenced religious institutions, they have also depended
on them for the moral socialization of children, for reinforcing a sense of eth-
nic identity and continuity, and for important rituals that mark life-course
transitions—weddings and funerals, bar and bat mitzvahs, baptisms and
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brises. Confirmation and Sunday School classes welcome children into moral
adulthood. Methodist and Baptist churches pass out Bibles with students’
names stamped in gold letters on the front to seniors in celebration of high
school graduation, and priests bless the celebration of girls’ quince años in
Mexican American communities. Religious involvement, many argue, has
been functional for families, associated with lower rates of divorce and higher
levels of satisfaction in marriage, parenting, and other family relationships.23

These relationships of mutual dependency have also had an aspect of social
control. Religious institutions in the United States have promoted familism,
the ideology that the family is the central, most fundamental unit of social
order in a society.24 Familistic ideologies are historically specific and vary over
time and place. They do not promote the idea that any kind of family is equally
valid, but rather tend to idealize certain forms and functions of the family,
defining them as legitimate, valuable, and morally correct, even essential for
the health of the nation.25

A few utopian religious communities have experimented with forms of
communal organization that do not rely on some form of nuclear, patriarchal
family as the basic unit of social organization. But generally, mainstream reli-
gious institutions in the United States have promoted stable, monogamous,
heterosexual marriages that produce children. They have bolstered parental
authority and have discouraged premarital and extramarital sex. Religious in-
stitutions have contributed to a normative consensus in our society, stronger
in some times and places than in others, that being an unmarried adult, decid-
ing to remain childless, or living in a same-sex union are at best unfortunate
states in which to find oneself, and at worst irresponsible, deviant, or immoral
choices that should be sanctioned.26 For much of American history, religious
institutions have promoted ideologies that interpret men’s and women’s na-
tures as fundamentally different, and they have encouraged the development
of various versions of the ideology of separate spheres, with male activity con-
centrated in the realm of work and civic life (defined as public) and women’s
activity concentrated in the home and church (defined as private). Many
mainstream religious groups today endorse various forms of traditionally gen-
dered family roles.27

Of course, the specific forms of family behavior and specific ideals of the
good family have varied over time and according to ethnicity, social class, and
religious tradition. Churches in the African American tradition have found
ways to value extended, maternal-based family networks, although they have
also sought to bolster male familial authority in the context of a society that
systematically disempowers black men.28 In the 1960s, sociologists documented
large Catholic/Protestant differences in childrearing and other family behav-
iors, with Catholics favoring more extended family networks and emphasizing
the importance of obedience and conformity in children. By the 1980s, such
differences had largely disappeared as Catholics experienced upward social
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and economic mobility.29 The major differences in childrearing norms and be-
haviors were between those who attended church (any church) and those who
did not. Church attenders were more likely to favor conformity in children and
traditional gender roles—a convergence around a male-breadwinner nuclear
family ideal.30

In the 1990s, sociologists began to argue that the major differences in family
ideology and behavior today are driven by the presence of a distinct conserva-
tive Protestant subculture, which endorses an ideology of male household
headship and a preference for obedience in children. A historical treatment,
however, shows that the label conservative is too broad to characterize the re-
sponse of those on the religious right to post-1950s family change. Fundamen-
talist Protestants, the most conservative end of the spectrum, have resisted any
rhetoric that embraces equality between men and women and have main-
tained a strict focus on paternal authority and obedience in children in prac-
tice as well as in rhetoric. More moderate evangelicals, while maintaining a
rhetoric of the man as “spiritual head” of the house, have been more flexible
and adaptable on questions of women’s labor-force participation and have re-
mained more egalitarian and nurturing in practice than in rhetoric.31

Such religiously based family norms affect behaviors within families, but
some have also become overtly politicized. One of the major grounds of the
“culture war” has been family norms and behaviors.32 Some have argued that
two different cultural models of the family not only are linked to liberal/con-
servative differences in the areas of birth control, abortion, gay marriage, and
other “family values” issues, but also underlie many other culture war policy
differences, including different ideas about economic development, welfare,
and access to political representation. Because liberal and conservative models
of the family are based on and uphold fundamentally different understandings
of the division between the public and the private, they foster different under-
standings of the link between family behavior and citizenship.33

It is important to draw out and examine the public nature of religious insti-
tutions, because most scholars have treated religion and family as being in the
private sphere.34 As Stephen Hart argues:

Both provide values; both provide a context where one is valued (more than else-

where) as a whole person rather than on the basis of specific contributions; both

provide companionship, support, and non-material pleasures; both help people

who do not find much meaning in their work lives feel that their lives are mean-

ingful; and both provide a framework for seeing oneself as a good person and

one’s life as basically good, independent of the success that one has in acquiring

money, fame, or power. Both are “private” spheres in contrast to work or politics

and one’s relation to the state, and as such are felt to be spheres of individual au-

tonomy and dignity, free of the constraints one’s job or government imposes.

(Hart 1986, pp. 51–52)
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But I argue that it makes more sense to see religion and family as encom-
passing aspects of both private and public life. Families link the individual to
broader connections with the workplace, with civil society, and the state. The
way in which families are defined has important public implications. To take
just one example, comparable worth policies historically have found less sup-
port among those who endorse a religiously based view of the man as the fam-
ily breadwinner.35 Today, welfare policies are formed by a policy elite that wants
to discourage single-parent families not just on practical grounds regarding
children’s well-being, but also because many find such families to be morally
illegitimate. Feminists have long argued that families are not naturally “pri-
vate” but are defined as such, in part by religious institutions.36 Defining family
as “private” systematically deemphasizes the importance of women’s typical
daily lives and concerns in the political arena. As a result, women are not in
practice treated as full citizens in the same sense as men are, and they are vul-
nerable to the violation of their rights, including in some cases the very basic
right to physical safety within their homes.

Religious institutions are also public in the sense of being a part of civil soci-
ety not controlled by the state. They provide a public arena of moral discourse
and a location for building “community” and the social capital that entails. Re-
ligious institutions provide ideologies and identities that mobilize people for
political and social action on a wide range of issues. The role of religious lead-
ers in the controversy over gay marriage is a concrete example of how religious
institutions mediate the relationship between the family and the state. Conser-
vative religious leaders have lobbied to block legal recognition of same-sex
marriages at both the state and national level, providing a moral rationale for
laws that designate heterosexual marriage as a specific kind of legal status with
publicly enforceable obligations while not providing that status for same-sex
unions. Liberal religious leaders have advocated for legal same-sex marriage on
religious and moral grounds. And gay and lesbian couples engage in joining cer-
emonies in churches in part because they view this as an alternative way to gain a
form of legal, public sanctioning of a union that the state does not recognize.37

The assumption that religion and family are private institutions has domi-
nated scholarship in the sociology of religion, but it is clear that these institu-
tions operate in both the public and the private sphere as these traditionally
have been understood. It is more analytically useful, then, to think of both reli-
gion and family as institutions that connect individuals to public life and to
ask questions about how those connections are conceptualized and practiced
in different times and places. Three kinds of questions seem especially helpful
in designating a location from which to begin a different kind of scholarly in-
quiry into the religion-family link. Do religious institutions today define the
family, in practice and in rhetoric, as a private institution? What cultural model
of the family are contemporary congregations organized around? And does the
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historical association between religious institutions and a privatistic, “separate
spheres” family ideology make them a less comfortable fit for contemporary
men and women, who have experienced within one or two generations rapid
changes in work and family roles?

The 1950s Religious Expansion and Post-1950s Family Change

These questions become even more central because the last great religious
expansion in the United States institutionalized programs and ways of doing
things that facilitated a revival of a form of familism that defined the family
as a private “haven in a heartless world” and assumed a traditionally gendered
division of labor in the home.38 The 1950s saw rapid growth in organized
religion and century-high levels of church attendance, as new congregations
sprang up overnight, especially in the booming postwar suburbs. This 1950s
religious revival was driven by changes in commuting patterns, rising mar-
riage and birth rates, changing child-rearing patterns, and prosperity, which
allowed more and more families to adopt the male-breadwinner lifestyle.

Congregations embraced these developments with enthusiasm, expanding
their programs for children, teens, and women and developing social activities
for the whole family. Such programs became a “standard package” of family
ministries, a template that was widely disseminated, borrowed, and reproduced.39

This standard package not only assumed a two-parent family, but was based on
a specific middle-class male-breadwinner version of it. Of course, the male-
breadwinner family did not describe a majority of Americans even in the 1950s.
But it was upheld as an ideal, and congregational practices and rhetoric were
organized around supporting the middle-class, suburban, organization-man
lifestyle.40 For example, the increasing numbers of women’s ministries generally
met during the daytime. This made them largely unavailable to women who
worked outside the home. But for stay-at-home mothers, daytime United
Methodist Women meetings (or the Altar Guild at the Catholic parish or the Sis-
ters Group at the local temple) meant evenings that were free for spending time
with their families or watching the children while husbands went to evening
church (parish, temple) council meetings.

It is important to emphasize that the profamily rhetoric, the organization of
local church life to promote a male-breadwinner family, and concerns about
conformity and purity in teens—features that we associate today with evangel-
ical Protestantism—were promoted with great vigor by mainline Protestant
and Catholic churches in the 1950s and were part of a very public effort to en-
dorse a particular kind of family lifestyle.41 In her excellent study Growing Up
Protestant, the historian Margaret Bendroth argues that the public, overt famil-
ism of mainline Protestants and Catholics in the 1950s paved the way for the
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mainstreaming of evangelical religious familism a decade later. Moreover, the
ideal family of 1950s mainline Protestant and Catholic churches was not so
different from the ideal family of evangelicals today; across these traditions an
emphasis on a patriarchal family that was nevertheless loving and nurturing—
a kind of “domesticated” patriarchy—was a common theme.42

The male-breadwinner lifestyle must have seemed not only right but even
inevitable to many church leaders in the 1950s. The proportion of households
comprising two married parents and one or more children peaked, reaching a
century-high level of 43 percent with the postwar baby boom. But what may
have seemed like historical inevitability turned out to be only an anomaly, and
a relatively short-lived one at that. By the 1990s, the male-breadwinner family
was only a memory to most Americans, surviving in a few of the most affluent
suburban enclaves. Congregations found themselves facing an entirely differ-
ent landscape.

Post-1950s Changes in Family Life

Family life today is very different than it was in the 1950s for the vast majority
of Americans.43 Table 1.1 shows some of these differences at a glance. The
dual-earner family has become the most common family form. A large and
growing literature on the dual-earner couple supports the idea that a specific
dual-earner lifestyle, based primarily on the values of middle-class managers
and professionals, is becoming culturally normative in our society, and that
other institutions are beginning to adapt to this lifestyle.44

Of course, the dual-earner couple is not a new family form. In 1950, both
parents spent at least some time each year in the paid labor force in fully half of
all families with children. But the dual-earner family has become much more
common, and the number of joint hours spent at paid work by husbands and
wives on a regular basis has rapidly increased.45 And the dual-earner family
form has spread widely throughout white, middle-class America, a marked
change from the 1950s. Most mothers, even of very young children, now work
outside the home for pay, and many work full-time. The change in the rela-
tionships among gender, work, and family is one of the most fundamental so-
cial transformations during this period.

There has been an ongoing debate about the effects of this transformation
on family life. Some argue that the “time squeeze” encountered in dual-earner
households has caused greater levels of stress and anxiety for women and var-
ious other problems in managing family life on a daily basis. Others argue
that women who work outside the home have less stress and better relation-
ships with their spouses and children, and point to the beneficial effects of
having two jobs to buffer the family from economic uncertainty.46 More gen-
erally, if Americans work more, they are also getting more education and
working better jobs for higher pay.47 And although most Americans still view
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the management of work-family conflict as a “women’s issue,” it is also true
that marriage and parenting have become more central in men’s lives and
identities.48

In addition to the rise of the dual-earner household, there are more and
more households not organized around two parents raising children. Much
larger and more stable portions of the population remain unmarried or child-
less throughout much of their adult lives than in the 1950s. More couples live
together and raise children without being married. There are more single
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Table 1.1
Changes in Families and Households, United States, 1950–2000

Household Composition 1950 2000

Percentage of all households composed of married couples 
(with or without children) 78 53

Percentage of all households composed of married couples 
with children younger than eighteen 43 25

Percentage of all households composed of single-parent families 11 16

Percentage of all family householdsa composed of single-parent 
families 8 23

Percentage of all households composed of single adult, living alone 11 31

Family Labor-Force Participation 1970 2000

Percentage of married mothers with children younger than six 
who worked some time during the year 44 68

Percentage of married mothers with children younger than six 
who worked year-round, full-time 10 33

Percentage of families with children under 18 in which both 
parents had work experience 50 72

Percentage of families with children under 6 in which both 
parents had work experience 44 67

Percentage of families with children under 6 in which both 
parents worked year round, full time 7 28

Sources: Figures on household composition are taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census, http://www.
census.gov/population/socdemo/hh-fam/htabHH-1.txt, accessed 02/17/04, and http://www.census.
gov/population/socdemo/hh-fam/htabFM-1.txt, accessed 02/18/04; figures for 1970 labor-force
participation are taken from Howard V. Hayghe and Susan M. Bianchi, “Married Mothers’ Work
Patterns,” Monthly Labor Review (June 1994): 24–30; figures for labor-force participation for 2000
are taken from ftp.bls.gov/pub/news.release/History/famee.04192001.news, accessed 02/17/04.

Note: a Defined as two or more related persons living together.



parents; divorce and blended families are much more common. Gay and les-
bian lifestyles, although still controversial in some parts of American society,
have gained a great deal of legitimacy and visibility. Frank Furstenberg, one of
the most prominent sociologists studying family life, argues: “Marriage is no
longer the master event that orchestrates the onset of sexual relations, parent-
hood, the departure from home, or even the establishment of a household.
These events have become . . . discrete moments in the life course” (1999: 148).
Although the large majority of Americans still aspire to marriage, many no
longer see marriage and parenting as necessary or automatic parts of establish-
ing an adult life.

Accompanying the changes in family form and in women’s roles in society
have been changes in people’s attitudes and beliefs about gender roles. Prior to
the 1970s, polls show that most Americans agreed with statements like, “It’s
better for everybody if the man earns the money and the woman takes care of
the home and family.” Since the mid-1970s, Americans have displayed more
egalitarian ideas about gender roles and have come to favor not only fathers’
increased involvement in child rearing, but also policies that grant women greater
access to “public” goods—good jobs, equal pay, and political power. More gen-
erally, Americans have come to have an individualistic orientation toward
many institutions, including work, family, and religion, and to feel that assign-
ing individuals roles in society based on ascriptive characteristics—gender and
race, for example—is wrong.49

As a result of these changes, mainstream religious institutions in the United
States have faced a large-scale and fundamental transformation in the institu-
tion to which their fate historically has been most closely tied. A period of
rapid religious expansion and institution-building in the 1950s was organized
around a form of family life that quickly peaked and rapidly faded away. It is
not that all families in the 1950s were of the male-breadwinner type; fully half
were not. It is not that suburbs, or even male-breadwinner families, have com-
pletely disappeared. But religious organizations that promoted a suburban
male-breadwinner lifestyle as ideal and organized themselves around this
model of the family found themselves with programs, rituals, and discourses
targeted to a rapidly decreasing proportion of the population. How have reli-
gious institutions responded? And has the response led to the maintenance of
the tight link between religion and family that was characteristic of the 1950s
religious expansion?

The Effects of Post-1950s Changes on Local Religious Communities

There has been relatively little work analyzing how local religious communities
have responded to these changes in work and family. In a case study of one
mainline Protestant church she calls Briarglen, Penny Long Marler (1995)
outlines what she believes may be a typical response of churches within that
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tradition. Briarglen has been successful in attracting a younger generation of
dual-earner families with children. These families have less time and more
money than the previous generation of members, and their participation largely
takes the form of writing checks to support ministries for their children, while
an older generation provides the labor to make the ministries work. Marler
asks whether the current generation of dual-earner parents will bother to stay
with the church once their children are grown, and she raises the question of
whether the mainline Protestant decline in membership since the 1960s may
be linked to an inability to form a better response to changes in women’s roles,
work, and family. She also argues that the focus on two-parent families with
children stems from a nostalgia for the 1950s and leads to the exclusion of the
increasing numbers of single parents, long-term singles, and childless couples
in our society.

Leaders of mainline Protestant and Catholic traditions share Marler’s con-
cerns and trace the problem to the historical development that Margaret Ben-
droth described in her book Growing Up Protestant. From the 1960s on, mainline
Protestant denominations have poured energy into developing new ministries
around more valued “public” outreach—peace, justice, and poverty ministries. A
focus on family ministry is often seen as directly competing with more “public”
forms of outreach for members’ time, money, and effort. And this, some argue,
has contributed to the decline of mainline Protestantism. Religious leaders
and sympathetic academics from these traditions have called for members and
leaders of mainstream religious groups to rejoin the public dialogue on family
issues, which has largely been ceded to evangelical Protestants, who see the fam-
ily as a central focus of mission, not a distraction from more important goals or
activities.50

Evangelical leaders have responded to the increasing gender egalitarianism
of American society by developing discourses that emphasize mutuality, car-
ing, and sharing within the household rather than a strict exercise of patriar-
chal authority.51 Case studies suggest that evangelical Protestant congregations
have adapted well to dual-earner families, and that pastors from these tradi-
tions see the development of more contemporary forms of family ministry as a
natural extension of their prior activities and a positive mission priority.52 Case
studies of Catholic parishes have also tended to show that they have adapted
well to changes in women’s work and family roles, although as with evangelical
Protestants, there are limits to the kinds of contemporary families many
Catholic parishes will embrace.53

Although scholars have focused a great deal of attention on the official re-
sponses of religious leaders to changes in work, family, and gender, looking at
the rhetoric developed in advice books or other “official” texts, our knowledge
about congregational response to family change is piecemeal. There have been
a few case studies of individual congregations. But we have no good compara-
tive studies of local congregations that would allow us to identify how and why
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they vary in the kinds of family ministry they provide, or the variation in the
kinds of individuals and families that they attract. So it is hard to know if the
congregations that case studies focus on are typical and what the range of
response is within and across religious traditions. We know relatively more
about evangelical Protestant congregations, but have little knowledge of what
is going on within Catholic parishes, Jewish synagogues, or other religious
communities.

In addition, we need to understand the impact of religious institutions’
adaptations on their ability to attract contemporary families and individuals.
Do those who are not in a male-breadwinner or intact two-parent family
arrangement find religious organizations relevant and meaningful in their
lives? Do they feel welcome in local congregations? What effect does religious
involvement have on individuals’ choices about work and family, or on child
rearing, or on relationships between husbands and wives? Constructing a new
map of the religion-family nexus requires understanding not only what reli-
gious institutions are doing, but also how religious institutions are linked to
family formation and work for the contemporary families—and individuals—
of the 1990s.

In terms of understanding the effect of changes in family and work on reli-
gious participation, scholars have looked at only a limited set of questions.54

There has been little research on the effects of divorce and other forms of fam-
ily disruption on religious involvement, and little research on the involvement
of single parents, those in blended families, or long-term singles. We know
that family formation is still associated with religious involvement, but we do
not know if this is equally true for men and women because research on men’s
and women’s involvement has focused almost exclusively on the “gender gap”
in church attendance and not on the processes of religious affiliation or the
meaning religious involvement has in men’s and women’s lives.55 We know that
paid employment increases men’s religious involvement and that women who
attend church regularly are more likely to work part-time when children ar-
rive,56 but there has been too little research on how religious involvement might
affect individuals’ decisions about the hours they spend at work or about ac-
cepting promotions or transfers to jobs with more travel.

If there are gaps in what we know about congregations and the religious
commitment of individuals, there are also silences created by our conceptual
categories. Most sociologists accept at face value the idea that religious involve-
ment is functional for families, and this has consequences both for the inter-
pretation of research findings and for what kinds of questions are asked. For
example, scholars emphasize not the structural inequality between men and
women in evangelical churches, but the negotiated and more egalitarian prac-
tices within evangelical families. We know from other research that work-
family issues are treated largely as private matters in the United States, and that
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businesses off-load the costs of managing work and family onto individuals,
thus “privatizing” the cost of coping with social change. Do religious institutions
contribute to this idea that family is a private institution and that troubles
managing work and family are private troubles, the costs of which should be
borne by individuals, not companies or the state? There has been little or no
research on questions such as these.

One of the main goals of this book is to understand how congregations have
adapted to changes in work and family in their rhetoric, in their formal pro-
gramming, and in their everyday practices. Another goal is to analyze how in-
dividuals’ work and family contexts affect religious involvement in a way that
includes an examination of family disruption, alternative life-course pathways,
and nontraditional family arrangements. This will generate a good map of the
current linkages between religion and family in these four communities. Put
together, the answers to the questions posed here also add up to a larger pattern
that can help us to refine our theoretical account of how religious institutional
change comes about. This more theoretical analysis will allow for a critical ex-
amination of theories about the role of religion in the contemporary United
States, as well as theories about the overall direction or outcome of religious
institutional change.

The Religion and Family Project

In formulating a way to conduct research that would shed light on these
questions, I made several key choices. First, I decided that such a study should
be conducted in a way that would allow for simultaneously answering two
kinds of questions. What has happened inside religious organizations and
institutions faced with changes in work and family? And how are religious
institutions intertwined with the lives of individuals and families in contem-
porary society? I decided the study must be an analysis of reciprocal relation-
ships, examining how two historically connected institutions have changed
over time.

In examining how religious institutions have adapted to changes in family
life, it made sense to focus on local congregations. Religious elites make pro-
nouncements about family life, and the scholarly discourse on religious groups’
family ideologies is quite well developed. But local congregations directly pro-
vide ministry to individuals and families, and it is these organizations in which
the vast majority of the religiously involved participate. Unlike some other,
newer forms of local religious community, congregations were associated in the
1950s with a very specific work-family lifestyle, and so changes in work and
family may pose particular challenges for them. Local congregations may fall in
line with official pronouncements, but in fact they often do not, particularly in
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areas such as women’s roles or lifestyle choices.57 Yet our knowledge of how the
religion-family link works at the level of the local congregation is limited to a
few case studies.

A focus on the congregation excludes some new institutional forms that are
increasingly common in the American religious landscape. Small groups such
as the Promise Keepers and informal networks of religious practice that come
together only occasionally for common rituals comprise increasingly more re-
ligious participants. Parachurch groups organized around single-issue policy,
lifestyle, charitable, or activist causes have also grown in recent decades.58 Any
more comprehensive study of religious change would have to take the emer-
gence of these forms into account. But congregations still comprise far more
regular religious participants than any of these forms. And a focus on the con-
gregation allows me to examine how those institutional forms that were domi-
nant during the 1950s religious expansion have adapted to changes in work
and family.

Another choice was to take an explicitly ecological approach to the research
design. An ecological approach implies a focus on a few specific communities in
order to understand how the local context influences processes of social change.
Particularly important was the decision to pick communities that varied in
socioeconomic status and in population density. Many studies of American
religion have focused on a white, suburban middle-class environment, and al-
though infinite variation is not possible in a small-scale study, some variation in
resources and lifestyles is desirable because it prevents universalizing one par-
ticular set of middle-class experiences as “the” American religious experience.
The changes in work and family that have occurred in the society at large mat-
ter less than local demographics and economics in driving the “demand” for
voluntary organizations in general and churches in particular.59 See box 1.1 for
a brief description of the four communities chosen.

These four communities are described in more detail in the appendix, which
also includes tables that compare census data from each community to na-
tional figures for both 2000 and 1960. These communities have experienced
the same major transitions that most of the nation has experienced in that
forty-year period, including the decline of farm-related jobs and the increase
in white-collar managerial and professional employment, rising levels of edu-
cation, a decline in the portion households composed of two parents with
children, and a rise in dual-earner families. These communities differ from na-
tional averages, however, in some ways. They range between 90 and 97 percent
white (the national average is 80 percent). This means that they contain no
areas with significant nonwhite populations and no areas with a concentration
of new immigrant groups. Tompkins County and Liverpool are more middle-
class (well-educated, professional) than the national average, whereas Seneca
County and Northside are considerably less educated and have fewer profes-
sionals that the U.S. population as a whole.
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There is another form of ecological influence on congregational adaptation
to social change, and that is the embeddedness of each congregation within a
local organizational ecology, a network of interacting congregations and the
other voluntary organizations. Congregations look to peers in their own com-
munities for ministry ideas, borrowing through local networks of cooperation
and information exchange. They also self-consciously define themselves against
similar congregations in the community in order to establish a distinctive pro-
file that will attract more members. In engaging in this kind of “borrowing and
niching” processes within local networks of reference, congregational leaders
are like other agents of organizational innovation.60

These ecological considerations prompted me to gather information through
a census survey of all of the congregations in a four-community area. The sur-
vey instrument was designed to gather information about each congregation’s
history and programming, the pastor’s own views on family-related issues, and
congregational networks of peers and competitors. Follow-up fieldwork in
twenty-three area congregations and focus groups with almost fifty local pas-
tors not only allowed me to clarify and elaborate themes that emerged from the
survey but also to discover issues and problems confronting local churches that
the survey had not uncovered.

In the appendix, the religious ecology in these four communities is com-
pared to the national sample of congregations drawn in 1998 for the National
Congregations Study (NCS). Reflecting the history of these communities, the
religious ecology is more heavily Catholic and mainline Protestant than the
national average, and 76 percent of the congregations here were founded
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Box 1.1
Religion and Family Project–4 Communities

Liverpool, a metropolitan, white, professional/middle-class suburb outside of
Syracuse. Liverpool contains both an older, more established middle class as
well as a younger generation of managers and professionals who work for the
major employers of the Syracuse metropolitan area.

Northside, a metropolitan, working-class neighborhood in Syracuse, with ethnic
diversity and a history of economic decline, experiencing some influx of urban
renewal money.

Seneca County, a nonmetropolitan county with a stable agricultural base and a
largely working-class population, many of whom commute to a city in a neigh-
boring county for service-sector jobs.

Tompkins County, a nonmetropolitan county with a large central town that is
economically prosperous, Cornell University and other major employers, and
a largely middle-class, professional population.



before 1965. Because these congregations tend to be larger than independent
Baptist and nondenominational churches, and because smaller congregations
were more likely not to respond to our survey, there are also more large con-
gregations represented here than in the NCS sample.61

In order to examine the question of how local community residents think
about and participate in local congregations, a random-digit-dial telephone
survey of more than one thousand community residents was conducted by a
professional survey team operating at Cornell University. This survey was fol-
lowed by eighty in-depth interviews with survey respondents, split evenly be-
tween church-attenders and those not involved in a local congregation. The
appendix describes the data collection in detail.

It is very common for those who do small-scale community or case stud-
ies to claim that, in effect, the world is reflected in a grain of sand. But it is
perhaps more useful to understand the particular ways in which any given
small-scale study is exemplary in order to understand the broader significance
offered by a close analysis of a given locale. It is appropriate to treat these
communities as exemplary of a particular kind of religious ecology that is still
heavily influenced by the family ideology and the template for family ministry
that was so formative in the 1950s religious expansion. In one sense, then, this
is a case study of the continuing influence of the male-breadwinner family ideal
and how nostalgia for this family form shapes and limits the capacity of vol-
untary organizations and local community institutions to adapt to changes in
family life.

It is also a study of how and why some local organizations are able to adopt
radically new understandings of family life in ways that nevertheless build on
authentic aspects of their religious traditions. One of the broadly applicable
insights from this study is that this kind of religiously authentic innovation
leads to vitality and growth, whereas a nostalgic longing for the past leads to
decline—for liberal and conservative, Protestant and Catholic religious com-
munities. This is important for those who want to understand how the fate of
religious institutions is tied up with the changing family.

It is also important to hear the voices of those in moderate and liberal reli-
gious traditions who continue to focus on the family as a centrally important
religious issue and who have managed, at the local level, to adapt to changes
in family life in a way that is consonant with the feminist and social justice
strands of their religious traditions. Many Catholic and mainline Protestant
congregations in these communities both acknowledge the painful effects of
family disruption and provide a strong moral vision for family life. They do
this while affirming egalitarian relationships between men and women, favor-
ing more help from businesses and government for those struggling to balance
work and family life, and endorsing the legitimacy of new forms of loving,
committed relationship. At the national level, religious discourse on such
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family values issues has largely been ceded to conservatives. This impover-
ishes our ongoing national conversation on the changing family and leaves
many Americans with the idea that all religious institutions are alike—to the
point where some moderate Americans forsake any religious identification
whatsoever.62

This study can also shed light on whether those in nontraditional families
have access to the social support and social capital that flow from participa-
tion in local religious communities. The survey of community residents and
in-depth interviews, as well, point to barriers facing single parents, the di-
vorced, and those in blended families, for whom religion is very salient but
who find it hard to participate in local religious communities because of
pragmatic difficulties of timing and scheduling—difficulties that are struc-
tural and likely to be widespread in our society. Congregations provide an
important arena of social support for those who participate. Social support
can be crucial in ameliorating the most harmful effects of family disruption
on both adults and children, establishing a future trajectory that leads to
happiness, stability, and the capacity to form healthy relationships through-
out life.63

These communities also provide a window on more theoretical questions
about how a person’s gender, work situation, and family context shape reli-
gious participation and how religious institutions change over time. For soci-
ologists, perhaps the most important insight this study generates is the need to
take into account how interpretive frameworks shape social action. Religious
institutions adapt to changes in family life in a way that is shaped by interpre-
tive frameworks that identify which issues to pay attention to and bundle those
with different sets of practical and symbolic responses. The language of insti-
tutional analysis and evolving orthodoxy, outlined in the next chapter, is meant to
provide a way to analyze these normal processes of change without resorting
to an assumption that secularization is natural and inevitable. Likewise, indi-
viduals interpret the fit between religion and family differently, and this shapes
both their patterns of religious participation and the meaning of that partici-
pation. This particular form of individualism is not new, but is rather a consti-
tutive feature of the voluntarism and pluralism that have always characterized
American religion.

The next chapter shows how this local study of the interconnection be-
tween religion and family can reshape our theoretical frameworks in the soci-
ology of religion. The chapters that follow show the interpretive frameworks
and daily practices that are reworking the religion-family link in these com-
munities. Without the acrimony or fanfare of the culture war, these local reli-
gious communities are quietly going about the business of redefining the
meaning of family, gender, and work and the centrality of the family in local
religious life. And the individuals who live and work in these communities are
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making their own moral judgments about the fit between family and religion
and the relevance of religious participation for their own lives. In upstate New
York, the cultural contestation over the good family continues on a daily
basis. Understanding how this cultural contestation plays out in these com-
munities is a first step in better understanding religious familism in a chang-
ing society.
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